Iconic exhibits guide
Chosen by our staff and visitors, this is our
pick of the best things to see in the museum.

Level 0
1 The City of Birmingham Locomotive

Although named after the city, this locomotive did not actually travel
through Birminghams New Street station as the bends in the track proved
too difficult to negotiate. The locomotive was originally built in Crew in
1939 and ran until 1964 when it was withdrawn for preservation.
Unfortunately, the engine can no longer be run on steam as the new parts
required would compromise her conservation status as the last
unmodified engine of her class.

The Spitfire 2

During the Second World War 22,000
Spitfires were made, over half of them
assembled at the Castle Bromwich works in
Birmingham. This particular Supermarine
Spitfire was never flown in combat, but was
used for testing and training fighter pilots in
ground attack techniques. Our iconic plane
was recently voted the number one object in museums in the BBC Peoples
Museum programme.

3 The Railton Mobil Special

This vehicle was built for John Cobbs successful land speed record
attempts. Although we have chosen to display the car with the roof raised,
in order to see the engine, when lowered the outer shell would form a
smooth, streamlined body. The current land speed record is 763mph set by
the British built Thrust SCC in 1997.

The Smethwick Engine 4

This is the worlds oldest working stem engine designed and built by James
Watt and Mathew Boulton. It was installed on the WolverhamptonBirmingham canal in 1779 to transport water up to the top of a series of
locks thereby increasing the number of boats that could pass through.
Although the original engine house was demolished in 1897 the site can
still be seen on Bridge Street North in Smethwick.

5 The Jaguar Robots

These two robots are demonstrating spot welding, the process by which
pieces of metal are secured together. However before the robots are
programmed to carry out these tasks in the real world, software is used to
create virtual factories for testing. Virtual models are put through 9000
cycles of the robots movements to check for any errors

